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Leaving home for the last time
As the housing projects are destroyed
three teens' stories capture a
piece of their history.
Welcome to Black History

NOW
pages 11-14
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News YOU can use...
and sell drugs. She was eventually able to plug the
phone in to call 911. What do you think

with tobacco use and the manipulation and marketing
tactics of the tobacco industry, comedy performances, a

of teens who terrorize adults? Send your thoughts to
newexpress@aol.com.

national TV celebrity and interactive kiosks. Want to
know more? Visit <WWW.realityillinois.com>.lf anyone
out there is attending, why not write a story for NE
about it? Contact Managing Editor Audrey Galo at (312)

Security increase at school events
C hicago Public School CEO Arne Duncan has
decided to increase security measures in high schools.
His decision was made in light of recent events like the
Englewood shooting and the Chicago Crane basketball
game fight. These are only two examples of the violence that exists in high schools and the surrounding
areas. Duncan's three month long security audit
includes changes in the admittance policy for sports
events, new X-ray equipment and improved training for
security personnel. Duncan is encouraging all public
schools to implement this new policy in order to keep

9~-7150, or send us a note at newexpress@aol.com

News you should LOSE...

schools safe.

Study: Kids exposed to lots of TV beer
marketing
T welve- to 20-year-olds are exposed to more
TV commercials for beer than for gym shoes, gum or
jeans, according to a recent study by the Center on
Alcohol Marketing and Youth at Georgetown University.
The study, which included information from
Competitive Media Reporting and Nielsen Media
Research, found that youth saw two beer or ale ads for
every three of those kinds of commercials commercials
airing in 2001. In that year, there were 18,000 beer ads,
compared to 10,000 gym shoe ads, 16,000 gum ads
and 4,000 jean ads.
Check out the Center on Alcohol Monitoring and Youth
(www.camy.org) for more info.

A whole new level of drug dealing

A 15- and 16- year-old boy have been
accused of holding a woman against her will to sell
drugs from her Batavia, NY apartment. The woman told
police the boys came into her apartment, unplugged
the phone and told her they were going to stay there

To quota or not to quota ·
President Bush has declared the University of
Michigan's admissions policy, which up to this point has
granted extra points to Hispanics and African Americans
toward admissions, as unconstitutional and has asked
the Supreme Court to consider the policy. Look for more
coverage in the March issue of New Expression. And
tell us what do you think! Write us at
newexpress@aol.com or send us a letter to the editor
at: Letters to the Editor, Youth Communication, 600 S.
Michigan Ave. Chicago, IL 60605.

Say no to smoke
I rs too late to sign up for the two-day youth
anti-tobacco summit taking place in Springfield this
month (Jan. 22 was the deadline). But still, you might
want to know about The REALITY Illinois Kicks Ash!
teen summit taking place at the Springfield Hilton Feb.
16-17. This two-day anti-tobacco event for teens, sponsored by the Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH)
will feature a variety of activities, including educational
sessions with information on the health risks associated

When the walls come tumbling down
Two 14-year-old boys from Lead, Mich. bulldozed a
vacation cabin and garage recently as an act of random
vandalism, according to a local official.
"There's no apparent reason they did it," said Lawrence
County Sheriff Rick Mowell.

Now thafs cold
Two 16-year-old Detroit boys, arrested after a highspeed chase in a stolen sport utility vehicle, were
accused upon capture of a number of robberies using a
BB gun as their weapon. Among the charges - stealing
a baby blanket from an infant in freezing temperatures.
• lnfonnation supplied by ChckOnDetroit.com and the Assoctated Press
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Teen homelessness a reality in Chicag.o
nant.

By Camille Hilliard
South Suburban College
M any teens complarn about livtng at home,
but would you trade 1t for betng homeless?
What 1f you had to live like thts 17-year-old· "I
have been homeless and on drugs and pros!ttuted JUSt
to eat the next momtng. and have a place to sleep;
satd the formerly homeless g1rt, who requested her
name be wtthheld.
According to the Ch1cago Coalition for the
Homeless, 26,000 teens expenence homelessness 1n
IllinOIS
Many of the cases are runaways but not all
homeless teens leave home out of rebellion Some
have to literally run for their lives
Cons1der the followrng scencinos from recent
published reports:
-A 13-year-old JUntor h1gh school student ran away after
her stE!pfather beat her mother constantly
-A 17-year-old lived 1n h1s car dunng the summer after
escap1ng a dangerous home life
-Another teen left hts home and c1ty after gang act1v1ty
became overwhelming.
Add1t1onally. more than 80 percent of homeless
teens suffer physical and sexual abuse over a penod

The Chicago Coalition for the Homeless clatms
there's only one bed available for every 100 homeless
youth. In November, the Ctty Counc1l approved ordinances for the convers1on of a two-story bUIIdtng Into a
support1ve rental housrng fac11ity for homeless teenage
mothers
The bU1Id1ng 1n the North Lawndale communtty
w1ll offer 10 beds and 10 cnbs for the young mothers
and thetr children .
Vanous orgamzattons provide shelter and support for homeless teens

For more information about homeless teens, visit these places
Na!Jonal Resource Center on Homelessness and

U S Department of Health and Human Serv1ces
Serv1ng Homeless Fam11ies·
-iSPI ,,..n=- .net
Fax (703) 683-5769

Mental Illness

Out of S1ght. Out of M1nd·
(800) 839-6855

Employment:
Jobs. Income and work RUinous Trends , Urgent
Alternatives,
(888) 588-2372

(800) 444-7415. ext232 Ematl orc@pra1nc com.

Med1caid and Homeless 1nd1v1duals
Ava1lable, free from OEI Office of Inspector General ,
U S Department Health and Human Serv1ces,
Regton V
105 W Adams St ,

U S Department of Hous1ng and Urban Development
(800) 245-2691

23rd Floor, Chtcago IL 60603, (312) 353-4124

The N1ght Mtntstry (773) 784-9000 extens1on 205

Shelters

before runnrng aw~y. With gtrfs. some end up preg-
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Essay Contest

This month's question: Should teens have a legally enforced curfew?

SECOND

FIRST

THIRD

PLACE

PLACE

PLACE

Rosie Pugh
Gwendolyn Brooks

Carolina Carmarena
Kelly High School

Anthony L. Elder
Gwendolyn Brooks

I t's three o'clock in
the morning and you are still
out kicking it with your friends,
not really doing much - talkc
ing, laughing, and playing, just . ._ _Iii
typical teen things.
All of a sudden it
dawns on you that you
have to be at school in
about five hours and you
haven't gotten an ounce of
sleep, so you rush home
"
·
and jump in bed . The alarm
clock rings at 6:30 to wake
you for your day of classes
and you can't even roll out
of bed because you're so
sleepy that your eyes are
glued shut. You force yourself to walk, eyes barely
open, to the bathroom and
began to prepare yourself
for the day that awaits you,
but you can't stay awake
for five minutes.
• • • • • • • • • •his is a prime example of
a teen that has been given the freedom to stay out as
long as they want and no curfew implicated . The outcome of this teen's day is very predictable from thi s
scenario. The teen would probably score extremely low
on any test that is given that day, and just maybe a
teacher may call the house to talk to the parent about
the child's behavior in school that day.
This outcome can very easily be avoided if a
curfew is implemented. Curfew is something all teens
need. It is a means of teaching the importance of time,
scheduling activities, and allowing a significant amount
of time in between activities to promote efficiency. There
will always be those who choose to disobey their parents so a curfew set by the government is more likely to
be enforced and honored because there would be governmental punishment for the parent as well as the
child.
The need for a mandated curfew is necessary
because of parents who don't care what time their teen
children come in, or if they come home at all.

I think teenagers
shouldn't have a legally
enforced curfew becau!\e it
wouldn't make sense.

Imagine it is a Friday
night and a student of
Gwendolyn Brooks just got out
of school. His friend stands at
>,_·""..:.·
the exit with a bulletin, or
"plugger," advertising a party at 8902 S. Ashland Ave. At
the bottom of the bulletin it says, "Party starts at 9 p.m.
and goes on until. . ." He gets his parents' permission to
stay out until the law says he has to go back in. The
question that rests on our mind's shoulder is whether it
is right to place curfew on a high school student. That's
the way it seems, but in truth the question digs a lot
deeper than that. The opinion of this essay writer is that
the question breaks down into two different aspects:
age and maturity.
The first aspect is age. For years and years,
humanity has addressed this issue over and over. The
age of true adulthood is debated even today. But
regarding this specific issue, the age argument must be
proven through facts of our time. The most apparent
fact possibly is the set age of the draft. Why is it OK for
a boy at the age of 16, to hear the screams of a man as
a piece of his body is being tom from him by a bullet as
big as his hand? Why can a boy watch as a man bleeds
to death through the opening where his lower torso
once was before he stepped on a land mine because of
the Draft? Now, for those teens younger than 16, we as
a society must realize their innocence of age. We must
see that curfew may change from an issue of safety,
rather than one of "ri ghts."
The next, and even more pressing issue is
maturity. The right to gain a right such as bypassing a
curfew is a big responsibility. As a society a person's
maturity must be very important to our consideration of
almost any issue. Can we trust someone who has been
in and out of jail, or ·a person who sells drugs, or pulls a
false fire alarm? Think how a person known for these
types of acts compares to a straight-A student, to a
kind-hearted and so forth type of person. But before
you answer, also realize that the drug dealing, incarcerated, etc., teen may have a certain level of maturity.
This level may even stand above the most "mature"
person in our society. Thfs level is commoroly referred to
as street smarts. This is the ability to know the best
decision in the "street" to keep one safe and alive. But
who says the smart kid cannot use his smarts? Is the
curfew question simple?
In conclusion , many people think that when it
comes to questions about teens, they are easy to
decide on. In truth, as this essay has proven, our questions must be thought out. In this case , our society must
realize that as teens we have an important role in society. In the case of curfew, we have to figure out how to
separate the teens above 16 and the level of maturity.·
When we find a way to correctly answer this question of
separation, the curfew law should definitely be questioned.

The alarm
c l 0 c k ri n g s
at 6·30 to
wake you for
your day of
classes and
you can't
even roll
out of bed .

First, what would the benefits be? In some
cases a kid would just lock himself up in his room. I
believe some parents would be in favor of a curfew
because they would like some "family bonding" with
their child and to keep him off the street.
Just think, there wouldn't be any youth out
there! The majority of parents would look at a kid who's
out late at night and think they're dealing drugs, picking
fights or concocting some troublesome plan. In some
situations that may be true, but sometimes it's not.
If they did create a curfew, most kids wouldn't
obey it. We'll always find a way to sneak out. It's better
for the parents to know we're out of the house and
coming home at a certain time then us having to lie and
sneaking out, right? Why make a law that's going to be
broken?
I think the problem is that parents don't trust
their kids as much as they should. It's understandable
to worry about your children. You need to learn to trust
and have faith in them. That's the only way we're going
to grow up. Instead of making things easy, take some
responsibility and
know where your kids
are at!
Some parents think
it's an inconvenience
to have kids at home .
They let them out
late, but they know
where they are. Some
parents are paranoid
and worry too much.
They want the kids to
be calling every five
minutes. I believe we
can do without curfew
because it all really
comes down to one thing - "RESPONSIBILITY' - on
the part of parents and children.

I think t h e
prob lem is
that parents
do n't tr us t
their kids as
much as they
should.

March NE Essay Question: "Are teens too young to marry?"
Essays must be 300-400 words. The top three essays will be reprinted in the March issue with photos
of the winners, who will receive $75, $50, and $25 respectively. The teachers of the winners receive
$25, too. All entries must have: 1) your full name 2) home address 3) school name 4) home phone
number 5) the name of your teacher, if he assigned the essay. Forget any of these, and your essay
will be disqualified.
Send the essays to: New Expression Essays, 600 S. MichiganAve., Chicago IL 60605 Fax: (312)
922-7151 e-mail: newexpress@aol.com

Deadline is February 17 at 5 pm. No Exceptions.
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Separate and unequal
Diversity should unite- instead, it divides
By Gordoki Moore
Sullivan High School
W hat rs the one lhrng that makes Amenca so
unrque from other countnes?
If you guessed drversity you're absolutely nght Amenca
rs one of the few natrons rntematronally known for
acceptrng people of vanous backgrounds It rs our drversrty that has molded Amencan culture, our pnncrples of
democracy, and has made us one of the most powerful
natrons rn the world
Although our constrtutron darms to drstnbute
opportunrtres equally to all rts Cllrzens, drversrty has not
taught people to be more tolerant of each other Nearly
every applicatron requests you to list your ethnrcrty
Companres. schools and many other places focus so
much on havrng an x- number of employees of drfferent
ancestry for the sake of berng 'unbrased· or non-drscnmrnatory yet when we go home from work, more
than 70 percent of whrtes. blacks and more than 50 percent of other mrnonty groups live rn separate nerghborhoods In what rs called multr-cultural nerghbomoods.
more than 50 percent of whrtes make up the "drverse
neighborhood It's amazrng how these scenanos stJII

plague our socrety wrth supposedly so many openmrnded rndrvrduals around
Drversrty ought to cleanse our socrety of
stereotypes and preJUdrces but unfortunately thrs rs not
happenrng because people focus too much on race
and color Skin color and race has also been used to
determrne mobrlity and advancement rn school, work.
politrcs etc as you wrll find rn an Afncan- Amencan sayrng 'For whrte folks 'The sky's the hmrt," but for
black folks "The lrmrts the sky· ·
Many other mrnontres share srmrlar sentrments I read an artrcle rn Seventeen magazrne a
while back about a brracral teen who looked whrte and
recerved a JOb because of her supposed ethnrcrty She
had to target blacks in the store for berng threfs In
addrtron to whrtes excelling more than mrnontres , farrerskrnned mrnontres are often grven more opportunrtres as
opposed to darker skrnned rndrvrduals Sadly, I have
many farr-skrnned mrnonty fnends who have been told
they wrll advance rn life because of therr color and are
better than !herr darker counterparts What s most disapporntrng rs that the rgnorant notrons of the 17th century are strll rncorporated rnto the 20th century - an rdea
many before us stnved so hard to abohsh

Porntrng out to people constantly that we live rn
such a mrxed envrronment and how drfferent we all are .
rnstead of focusrng on how much alike we are kills the
posrtrve aspect of drversrty People cannot possrbly
learn to accept one another when race rs used to determrne the quality of educatron JObs. wages and more
Perhaps rf race was not stressed so much rn
our socrety we would honestly JUdge one another by our
men!, and then the questron of drversrty and affirmatrve
actron would not be an rssue Involving race rn all we
do allevrates progress rn the labor force and rn educalron If people would JUSt leave the race card alone
maybe drversrty could become a posrtrve rather than a
negatrve element of our socrety

"Diversity ought to dense our
society of stereotypes and
prejudices but unfortunatty
this is not happening."

r.-------------------------------- -- ..
New Expressron wrll be dorng a cover story on the mtlitary confltct rn the mrddle east We want your rnput You can marl your responses to New Expressron 600 S Mrchrgan

I
I
Age
School
-------------------I
11 ) ~ould you like to be drafted? --~~hy or~hy not?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
~~~ouldyougo ifyouweredrnHed?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
•---------------------------------------------------------------------- I

l Ave Chrcago IL 60605-1996 Or e-marl your answers to Newexpress@aol com You can answer these questJons on a separate prece of paper

I Thanks
I Name

13) Do you have friends or relatives in the ~ilita~?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
How many and what is your relationship to them? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IAre you worried about the~ ?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1~------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14) Do you think the

govern~ent

should be considering

war?~- ~hy

or

~hy not?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

IS)Have you had any relatives who have fought in a war?~~- ~hich war?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~hat was their role?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~16) Have you had any relatives who have been involved in a milita~ conflict?
~hat was the conflict?~~~~~~~l~hat was their role?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-~~

17)1s there anything you don 't understand about the current

conflict?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

1 ______________________________________________________________________
:8)Are there any questions you have about the current

conflict?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

L------~---------------------------~
PageS
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Parental guidance suggested
By Gordaki Moore
llivan High School
What American does not
TV? America leads the world in
number of television sets
with a total of more than
80 million sets. Not surprisingly,
sets are in use for about six
hours daily, according to the World Book Encyclopedia ,
with TV's biggest audience being kids aged 2 to 17.
Commercial television, which includes soap operas,
cartoon s, etc. gathers more than 50 million viewers
nationwide on a daily basis. More than 60 percent of TV
viewers are kids and young adults.
Although TV provides much entertainment and
informal learning, not all of TV's influence is labeled as
"good." Violence that serves as humor and action in
some television programs has sparked much controversy among adults, particularly parents. Take, for
mstance, one of my parents' favorite examples- "The
S1mpsons." Simpson children Bart and Lisa will watch
TV characters Itchy and Scratchy blow each other up
and it's supposed to be humorous. My parents would
argue otherwise.
From the late 1960's on, government research
has suggested that TV violence might be responsible
for violent tendencies among children and young adults.
Since then, federal courts have established "family
hour," TV ratings for programs, and restricted X-rated
programs from being broadcast early evening, due to
parental complaints regarding inappropriate themes on
TV.
Somehow with all these rules to alleviate this
dilemma , k1ds continue to behave violently at alarming
rates, according to one website, TV Turnoff.org. That
site notes that 99 percent of Americans believe TV violence influences real-life mayhem. Kids by the age of
18 will have already seen more than 16,000 acts of violence of television, according to.. information compiled by
the website .
Parents need to comprehend that their kids
probably make up part of the 60 percent of the young
who watch TV nearly all day. If your kid grew up on
"The Simpsons," for instance, without anyone explaining
that it's just entertainment and not real life, how do you,
as a parent, expect your child to know any better?
In one case my fnend told me about, a kid lit
h1mself on fire because he saw it being done on "MTV's
Jackass" and was hospitalized as a result. Or consider
my g1rlfnends who watch mus1c videos and think the
only way they can look very attractive or appealing is to
wear very sk1mpy clothmg A lot of rappers on those
videos have Influenced boys to take up rapping, which
1s OK, but they tend to m1mic the lifestyle, and that's
where the cnme and drugs come m.
TV cannot be the parent or a babysitter; only a
parent can be that It is unfortunate that many more
people do not realize th1s.
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Quick fact:

Is he your role model?

what do you think? Let us know.
Write us at New Expression/Youth
Communication, 600 South Michigan Ave
Chicago, IL 60605. Or, e-mail us at newexpress@aol.com

Field studies by Leonard Eron, Ph.D.
and his associates at the University of
Illinois, found that children who
watched many hours of television violence when they were in
elementary school tended to also
show a higher level of aggressive behavior when they became
teenagers. By observing these
youngsters until they were 30 years
old, Dr. Eron found that the ones
who'd watched a lot of television
when they were eight years old were
more likely to be arrested and
prosecuted for criminal acts
when they became adults.

Quick fact:
Based on a nationally representative

the Kaiser
Family Foundation estimated that
about 40 percent of American
families now have at least one
television with a V-chip.
But the survey found that half of those
with V-chips did not know that
they had them, even though they had
bought new television sets. And of those
who did, only about one-third
said they had used them. Based on
sample of 800 parents,

its research, the foundation concluded

7 percent of all parents were
using the V-chip nationally, even
though the survey still found that parents
that

were highly concerned about sex and
violence on television.
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A Squirrell-y Story
Flor Esquivel
Kelly High School
T here are many cntJc1sms about squirrels. I
thmk 11 s about t1me I spread the truth around to tell
people that squirrels aren t as ev1l as they have been
portrayed Ever since I found a baby squ1rrel wh1le I
was out runn1ng in Kelly H1gh Schoors park I have
encountered people and teachers who JUdge me based
on my appreciation
and affection
toward squ1rrels
Squirrels
are attract1ve and
also make great
pets when tamed
They are also cutel
I sympathize w1th
them, even though
they are among the
most defamed of
an1mals around the
world
When I found "Runner
thought the same thing but I looked for gUidance w1th a

They can only survive as part of
the fam•ly un1t from which they came
They w111 certatnly have an unpleasant
death after release etther from harassment from other sqUirrels who are not
thetr km or from predators.
I have debated whether I should
let him out into the wild, where the other
sqUirrels are but g1v1ng htm hts freedom
w tll be hts death "Runner" started tt all, he
tnspired me to keep on ftghttng
for sqUirrel protection
Therefore , I want you to constder
lhts next lime and when you see
a squirrel. thtnk twtce before
harmtng htm or runn tng over h1m;
we need your support'

" 'Runner' started
it all; he inspired
metokeep on
fighting for squirrel protection."
(lilt SSU:IIJI aliJIIId) I

Editor's note: It is agains t
Illinois law to p osess and care
for nati ve wildlife, whether
mammals or birds, wtthout scientific p ermits from the State
of Illinois Department of Natural Resources
and special use permits from the US Fish
and Wildlife Service. For moire information, call the

Illinois Department of Natural Resources Springfield
office at (217) 782-6384

HEY!
Are you funny?
Are people always saying that you should do
stand-up comedy?
New Expression wants you! We're starting a new humor section .
If you have what it takes to make people roll in the hallways,
send samples to:
New Expression Humor/Youth Communication 600 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60605. Or e-mail us at newexpress@aol.com

www.newexpression.com
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WORDS37
Is a program that is part of After School Matters.
In various high schools across the city, students meet for one semester, three days a week for three hours a day, and they explore the power of words.
Each program takes on its own way to explore writing. At Curie High School, the fall 2002 program of Words 37 was all about journalism. Youth Communication staff member
Elizabeth Kaufman and her co-teacher, Debbie Lively, helped a very talented group of students find their voices. Here are some examples from the project. To find out if your
school is involved, and how to join any After School Matters program, go on the web to www.afterschoolmatters.org.

The visible-and invisible- pain-of Etiology
By Enol Hindi
Curie High School
It's bleeding.
Now it's getting red.
Now blue.
Numb.
Healed.
Cured. Thank God.
The quarter
rubbed back and forth
across the flesh of her
forearm left a deeply
wounded scar with a
deeper wound of the story
behind it.
But now it's OK.
Amanda, a 16-year-old
Curie High School student, turned to self-injury to
escape the terrible and intense pain she cannot put into
words. "When you feel overwhelmed with pain, loneliness, guilt, emptiness, and sadness, all you really want
to do is mend all that and feel numb," said Amanda.
"Cutting myself (makes) me retain the feeling of numbness instead of dealing with the intense emotions of
pain," she says.
To honor Amanda's wishes, her painful story
has been ke~t confidential, and her last name will not
appear here. What will be discussed is the result of
Amanda's pain - Etiology. Studied by scientists around
the world, Etiology is considered to be a phase which
mostly females go through to escape emotional pain by
abusing themselves physically.
Many definitions are used, such as self-injury,
self-mutilation, self-harm, self-destructive behavior, selfabuse, or cutt1ng. In any of those terms used, only one
answer will be heard as to why these girls do it. And
that is simply because they all want to forget the emotional pain. The physical pain is easier to go through
since the scars of physical pain go away. However, the
scars of emot1onal pain are stitched tightly in their
hearts.
Symptoms of this self-mutilation include burning oneself with a cigarette; carving words into arms
and legs; scratching skin off; sticking oneself with needles; hitting oneself, or even breaking ones' own bones.
As rare as these behaviors sound, they actually aren't. They are done frequently among most
teenage girls between the ages of 12-18. However,
many female sufferers of Etiology remain unknown
because they never really open up to anyone about
their problems, and when they 1njure themselves they
keep it personal. One study done by scientists and psychologists notes that 99 percent of people who injure
themselves are females . Males rarely do it.
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But why do so many females self-mutilate?
Psychologists and scientists have researched
that girls go through a lot of problems that boys rarely
experience. Their reactions differ. When the pressure of
these problems become too intense, girls have a
greater tendency to take it out on their own body more
than the boys do. When the boys' have problems, they
usually find an easier way of handling them, while girls
find the hardest time going through them.
"I don't really consider myself weak as a girl
cutting myself," Amanda says fiercely.
In explaining Amanda's action, psychologist
Elizabeth Pretkelis said, "The distraction from what she
was feeling inside influenced Amanda's mind to take
such actions , as hurting herself."
"Feeling belonged is very important," says
Amanda. "When you lack that feeling, . .-11111!111•
you feel unimportant and worthless
if you mean less than a grain of rice."
"And you want to get help,
but when rejection leads its way, even
the way people breathe as a
response to you can have an affect
on whether to open up to them or not.
And it's not that easy to open up to
someone, soinstead of confron ting
them, I take it out on my own body."
She is right, girls who selfinjure themselves want to get help,
they don't want to kill themselves.
Injuring themselves is just a cry for
help and a sign that there are problems. They want to feel better.
"Essentially it heals you,
takes you away from the disturbance your soul is going
through, and lets you breathe for a while," says Amanda
pensively, as her shoulder-length golden brown hair
strikes back fighting to escape her green headband.
"When a girl holds the tool in which she harms
herself with, and is ready to make that scar, she isn't
really carving through the consequences that lie ahead
of her, but is carving for a sense of control over her own
body," explains Pretkelis.
Is the feeling really that bad that girls don't
even think about the consequences? "Well, think of it
this way; when one feeling is piled up over another, all
your feelings will soon be bottled up in you and you feel
like a can of shaken soda that is about to burst due to
all the bubbles of life it can't handle," says Amanda,
nodding her head and smiling with a bright smile,
brighter than her silver earrings.

Knowing that the painful scars are deep and will remain
there forever, the deeper wounds and scars are emotional ones. "In a way,"Amanda says, "You are cleansing yourself, and it actually makes you feel good,knowing that there are different feelings of pain, and physical
pain is a getaway from emotional pain."
However, the feeling of being unwanted and
unloved from everyone can prevent all the voices that
weren't heard. As Pretkelis describes,"When her voice
couldn't be heard, she used her body to voice her feelings in the most concrete way possible. It is her way of
telling the world that the physical pain she is inflicting
on herself is no where near the terrible feelings she has
stored up inside."
The actions of the Etiology disease are painfully done and painfully sensed. But are they regretfully

felt? "I personally regret cutting myself in a way, and
relieved that I was able to go through that experience in
another," says Amanda looking up considerably as she
folds her arms wrapped with unique, colorful jewels of
bracelets and chains around it she says that, "It has a
meaning, that I am different, I don't have to look like
others to be considered normal, I have my own taste
and my own personality. My bracelets and earrings are
my differences that separate me from others."
~
"Sometimes," Amanda says, "I regret harming
myself and injuring my body because ... I just feel I can't
believe I did that.
"But in many ways it helped me make wiser
choices in the future. It was a challenge for me to go
through, it strengthened my soul. It prepared me for
other devastating tragedies that I might come across in
life.

(continued on page 10)
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The 'B' goes on
Breaking down breakdancing
By Elizabeth Arroyo
Curie High School
T hirty-two years and 11 s still here . even after the bad rap
and the medta calling it a "supposed fad ·You'll understand why
when you see these breakers 1n actton - they keep 11 ahve by
betng as 1nterestmg as the amazmg moves they do.
On a recent Fnday some b-boys met to practice breaktng
tn one of the1r fnend's basement. tn a comfortable home on the
Southwest side
Even when MartJn Bamos, an 18-year-old tall , sktnny,
handsome and dark complected Mexican breakdances, he's cracktng jokes Richard Barias, a 19-year-old tall, dark, good-lookmg
Phihpptne, can be a show off when he's do:ng hts danc1ng
Richard's brother Randy, 16, ts shorter than hts brother but IS also
good looking and muscular, and a dancmg perfecttontst They start
to do thetr flares (a gymnasttcs move done on the pommel horse
tt's bastcally ktcktng your feet tn a gtant 'V' tn front of you , then
bringing them around wtthout them touchtng the ground ) Then they
do some turtle moves. (holding your whole body up wtlh your hands
and balancmg yourself, whtle movtng tn a ctrcle wtlh legs tn the atr)
"Its a way of lrfe • said Randy
Where breaktng exactly began tn Amenca ts a mystery But
the credit to tis development hes tn LA and New York. In New York.
Kool Here was the first htp-hop OJ to come up wtth the popular
phrase 'B-Boy' tn 1969 Nobody really knows what the term B-Boy'
stands for, but a popular choice is 'Break Boy · Kool Here was also
the first to come up wtth a techmque of mtxmg records so no breaks
were between songs tnstead a contmuous wave of mustc. Playtng
breaks over and over again were called "cutttng breaks"/ "break
beats .· Because breaking ts never done on a soft surface, it symbolizes the rough, and raw urban feel of fighting Thts ts why tl ts considered a dangerous sport
By the early '80s underground crews were being htred by
record executives to front pop records Breaktng even dtctated
clothes people wore, name brands such as Adidas . Breaktng films
were made, includtng the very popular "Beatstreet" and
"Breakdance."
But it all grew too fast, and the bubble burst by '85 or '86.
It agatn went underground unttl the '90s revtval Since then 1! has
evolved tnlo wha! ts seen tn mustc vtdeos and rap Now every year
there are lots of b-boy summits, and annlversanes, and worldwtde
b-boy battles
On the local scene lots of people like my fnends breakdance On a sheet of linoleum taped on top of the carpet for breaking on, they busted their moves on my recent Friday vlstt.
Rich was 15 when he started breakdancing In 1998 and
was msptred by Run DMC's mustc vtdeo, "It's Ltke That: Ever
since then, he's been so into what he calls "this way of life."
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Rtch started by leamtng all the moves htmself,
watchtng vtdeos hke "Beatstreet • When he started, he wore
baggy pants and a btg hoodte (sweatshtrt) He says he wore
the hoodte because he was afratd of gettmg hurt Now he JUSt
breakdances tn baggy pants and a T-shtrt "I'd rather hurt
myself when breakdancmg than falling down the statrs • Rtch
says
Rtch and hts fnends "battle" wtlh other breakdancmg
crews on weekends, and Cune Htgh School hosts an afterschool breakdanctng program. So IS breakdanctng ready for
another transformation? "If the breakers keep dotng what
they re dotng, wtlh thetr own styles and creattvtty, then we
mtght see another era of breakdanctng start to form ." Rtch
satd
Thtngs that anger Rtch when he's breakdanctng wtth
unknown breakers "You always have the btters (copycats)
who get jealous of your moves and try to pass them off as
thetr own ." He also hates when the breakers start to breakdance and they don t keep up wtth the beats-that's what
breakdanctng ts all about. he says He says tl s very tmportant to have good footwork. good freezes (poses during the
dances) and ongtnahty
Randy got up next Randy started breaking about
two months after hts brother He was also tnsptred by the Run
DMC vtdeo Whtle he dtdn't spend a lot of lime breaktng at
first, he eventually sort of got addtcted to tl.
He says that nowadays people getttng tnto 11 have more crealtvtly and dtfferent styles that help the sport evolve, slowly, to
somethtng more People that JUSt get tnto 11 to look good upset
htm "Only tf you got heart for ttl" should you do tl, he says
Randy ts dotng some cool nares Sweat tS on hts
brow and seeps through his T-shtrt, so he stops to dnnk
water, something all the guys do regularly Now tt's Marttn's
turn He starts off dotng some turtle moves
Marttn got tnlo breaktng wtlh Rtch and Randy. He's
only been breaktng for a year (it doesn't seem that way to me,
he's so good at ttl)
A vtdeo he watches to help htm wtth the breaking ts
"Tnbal Break Boys • He doesn't mind getltng hurt when he's
breaktng, because he says it lets htm know what he needs to
work on "Then when you work on tt you won't hurt yourself,
because you'll be more aware of what you're dotng • Hts
favonte move is the cricket (balancing on one hand, then
shifting balance to the other hand whtle still tn the air)
Marttn says that "True hip-hop IS somethtng that's
ongtnal, tl has tis own style and creattvtty.· Rtch and Randy
agree with him They all say that, despite what people thtnk,
htp-hop Isn't the "bling, bling, money, women, or ca rs •
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Our obsession with o·bsession
One teen's view on the Britney- Justin-J.Lo thing, with some disturbing news on the dad front

By Natalie Hernandez
Curie High School
O h my God, I want to marry Justin! I want to
look like Britney! I NEED the new NSYNC CD! The dictionary describes·obsession as a persistent disturbing
occupation with an often unreasonable idea or feeling.
Obsession to me is hearing my dad call J. LO a slut
because she's f,letting married and he's obviously jealous. Or watching my friend swoon over Vin Diesel or a
girl at school making sure she doesn't miss Justin
Timberlake's every TV appearance!
"Ohmigosh! Ohmigosh! Look who's on TV!" 15year-old freshman Veronica Gomez is at the peak of
her "obsession" stage with singer/songwriter Justin
Timberlake, the lead singer of the band NSYNC. When
asked if she openly admits to being obsessed with him
she said "Yeah, I admit. I don't care what people say
about me!" she says. In fact, her room is full.of Justin
pictures. Veronica says that whenever she knows that

"Obsession is a stage that
everyone experiences with
something or someone, at one
time or another. Some people

openly ad~it it, some
deny it."
Etiology
Continued from page 8
"Sometimes," Amanda says , "I regret harming myself
and injuring my body because ... I just feel 1 can't
believe I did that.
"But in many ways it helped me make wiser
choices in the future. It was a challenge for me to go
through , it strengthened my soul. It prepared me for
other devastating tragedies that I might come across in
life.
"I think of it as a blessing; a blessing that
enriched my mind with knowledge and my soul with
comfort," says Amanda, a confidence seeping into her
voice.
"When I look back at my scars, a reflection of
my path of maturity and finding love for myself lays
beneath there, so I don't grieve over the challenge 1
faced and overcame and built the shape of my soul as
the foundation of a house," Amanda said as her words
weaved into place.
"As I was searching for love from other people,
I didn't even love myself enough to feel loved," she
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. Justin will

be on TV and the show will air during school
time, she makes her mom record the show for her. "I
was SO mad!" Veronica said, cringing in disgust, as she
spoke of her feeli ngs towa·rd the supposed "marriage" of
Brittney Spears and Timberlake.
Elizabeth Arroyo, a 16-year-old junior, is at the
beginning stage of her "obsession." She is in LOVE with
actor Vin Diesel. Since she's at the beginning, she hasn't collected as many pictures.
Now, obsession isn't only common among
teenagers or young people. My dad is obsessed with J.
Lo! He owns many of her CO's.
Even though he doesn't collect pictures of her,
he records various movies and videos with her in them .
When asked if he is obsessed, he replied, "No comment."
It's rather funny to watch my mom and dad
quarrel over J.Lo because my mom can't stand her for
the same reason my dad loves her! (It's all about the
butt.)
Whenever my dad goes to rent a movie, he
always wants one with J.Lo in it. Of course, my mom
~rotests very much, but my dad ends up getting tl:le
video anyway.
Now, I don't like admitting this much, it's
something I like to leave in the past, but I am in the
recovered obsessed people stage . I was very much
obsessed with a band named 0 -Town. They're your typical boy band and I was very obsessed.
There were many insane things I did when I
was obsessed. For example, they were on this show
"Making the Band" that aired every Friday at 7 p.m. I
recorded every episode religiously! I also talked about
them non-stop. I went to see them live twice, and I
recorded every single TV appearance they made. To
show the extremities of how much I "loved" them, when

said. "There was an emotional distance between my
soul and myself. I searched for that love, and I didn't
find it in other people. I found it hiding from fear of
rejection right under my heart. It was there the whole
time, I had to uncover it and display it standing strong
enough so rejection and ignorance from people won't
scare it away again."
"Love from yourself is much more important
than love from others," says Pretkelis. "The feeling of
being loved from yourself is actually stronger and truer
than others love because you know your love will never
hate or betray you ."
"The best medicine and cure is to be able to
open up to someone and feel belonged, that someone
is there for you and is willing to listen to you," says
Amanda.
Amanda's "medicine" was opening up to people who really cared about her, her sister and her brother. "I felt like I had two wings of support behind my back
when I finally opened up to my sister and my brother,"
she said.
"It's a cure and a feeling that you desperately
need . Don't worry about what other people think of you,

ever anyone would bad-mouth them, I was always there
to defend them! Talk about obsessed , huh?
I believe obsession is a stage that everyone
experiences with something or someone, at one time or
another. Some people openly admit it, some deny it,
while others need time to grow. I say, enjoy it while it
lasts!
if everyone worried and tried to appease everyone, then
we are not humans."
"Also," explained Amanda, "Keeping a joumal
and writing to yourself really helps. It takes you away
from all the hardsh ip and soon you'll find that that
expressing your feelings to yourself is better than anything else.""Writing has helping me a lot," said Amanda,
gazing into the window across the soda machine in the
Curie lunchroom. "After I wrote about my feelings that
we restored up inside and read them, it was another
reflection of my life and how I chose to live it. It brought ·
back memories from past challenges and made me
realize if I could go through being abused, then my
wings will flap hard enough to go through this."
"When a person who has experienced Etiology
is recovering, they can't choose the time and place,"
stressed Pretkelis. "Although they can choose the path
they are willing to take."
"I learned a lot from this experience," says
Amanda."lncluding loving myself no matter what and
always feeling valuable. Confidence is very important,
as well as feeling worth for, said Amanda "I'd rather be
hated for who I am than to be loved for who I am not."
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Some called Chicago The Promised Land. Between the 1930s and early '60s, as many
as 500,000 Southern field workers, misplaced by technology and looking for a better life,
moved here. The Great Migration resulted in as many as 800,000 blacks living mostly on
the South Side, in a region that came to be popularly known as the Black Belt...

As that "belt" began to bust past its
boundaries, Chicago developed public housing to stem the flow w1th Islands in the Sky,"
brick towers that could house thousands of
residents in a fraction of the space takenp by
more traditional, smaller buildings. In 1962,
the biggest group of "islands" of them all -The Robert Taylor Homes--- joined the CHA's
growing public housing chain. Known as the
largest housing develop-residents in its twomile radius.
Forty-one years later, nearly all of
Taylor's 28 "islands" are gone, thanks to the
Chicago Housing Authority's Plan for
Transformation." The redevelopment plan, to
be completed in three phases includes nearly
2,400 mixed-income rental and affordable
housing units, 800 or more slated as public
housing . Phase A will result m 894 units 297 of which will be public housing units,
located on the northern half of the site
between Pershing Road and 48th Street.
We know the reasons why we think
the city has chosen to destroy most of its
public housing. Some peoplethmk it's
because much of it, like Cabrini-Green , sits
on what has become very prime real estate.
We also know the reasons that the city has
said it has chosen demolition. The federal
government told us toAnd a small space
crammed with public assistance recipients
(95 percent of CHA residents) has led to rampant crime.
But there is more than crime and
drugs in these developments, say the people
who have lived there.ln photos and stories,
three Panther Press reporters share their
thoughts on what it means to lose their community.

The end of the Robert Taylor Homes

12

Black History Month

These stories previously were published in DuSable's "Panther Press" newspaper.

The end of the Robert Taylor Homes
By Alysia Galtney
DuSable High School
L ite is just not the same any more without all
of our buildings. I was born and raised in the Robert
Taylor Homes on 49th and State. All of my friends, family, and associates, I mean everyone, lived there. It was
home to us.
We have so much history behind those
buildings. It was like one big family, because we all
knew each other. Everyone was related in some type of
way; our parents even grew up together in the Robert
Taylor Homes. All the fun, excitement, and everything
is just fading away.
There was always something to do: go sit in

''It's going to be
like one big
family that just
died out.''
the park in front of the buildings, play "it."
Boys chased the girls, something was always
happening. When I was younger I was convinced that
my building wasn't ever coming down. Teachers at
school used to tell me, 'Those buildings aren't going to
be there forever.' I used to say that no one could tear
the projects down. I guess they proved me wrong.
In the projects we saw and experienced so
many things. We saw so many people get shot, killed ,
robbed -whatever it was, we saw it. We experienced
doing a lot of things. It's like we knew everything.
We had outsiders who were even scared to
come on our territory, even though It wasn't a bad
place. Doctors, lawyers, school teachers, even famous
people lived in the projects. The projects are history to
more people than those who admit it.
Since they're coming down, I'm going to truly
miss them, and will never forget about them. I looked at
the Robert Taylor Homes like huge condos. When all of
them come down, I will always remember, no matter
what takes their place, that the Robert Taylor Homes
once stood there. It's going to be so sad and boring
Without them. Everyone is going to move to a new
place, get separated from each other. Friends are going
to lose contact with each other. It's going to be like one
big family that just died out
There was always someone to be a friend
someone to have fun with and that's something that I
chensh. It's history to people and them tearing it
down took people's life with it.
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By Lealan Jones, Lloyd Newman,
David isay, and John Anthony
Brooks

Books tell

Based on hours and hours
of taped interviews that
Jones and Lloyd Newman,
two high school students,
"Our America" is a noholds-barred look at the
devastatingly poor Chicago
neighborhood in which
they live.

By Alex Kotlowitz
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There Are No Children
Here , the true story of
brothers Lafayette and
Pharoah Rivers, growing
up in Henry Horner
Homes. The book's title
comes from a comment
made by the brothers'
mother.

complied By David T. Wh1ttaker

This book describes the vivid
and promising past, the corruption that led to its downfall, and
its future as part of Chicago's
urban renaissance . This book
will be released soon. Check
amazon.com for a release
date .
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The heart of his city has stopped
The End of the Robert Taylor Homes

By Dakota Haynes
DuSable High School
· U n1ted we stand. d1v1ded we fall ."
If someone was to ask me to change my last name I'd
probably change 1t to "Taylor", because I found my
fam1ly and some of my closest fnends 1n the Robert
Taylor hous1ng project
After the destruct1on of my build1ng. I felt my
background fade away Where ts home? Home IS where
the heart 1s In RTP(Robert Taylor ProJects) I knew I
had a home I lived in the Robert Taylor Homes for the
first 15 years of my life
Home ts also part of a child s first school
expenences I remember when my momma used to go
·upside my head" every tJme I got a word or letter
wrong (thanks mom ) I can st1ll see myself go1ng to
the next bu1id1ng to ptck my fnends up for school
A chtld's earltest memones 1nclude play1ng w1th thetr
fnends on the way to school and being w1th fam1ly
Unrty IS !ted to the Robert Taylors Even
though there's VIOlence, guns. and drugs, I stJII felt safe
There's a world of people who feel 100 percent the way
I feel about losing the heart of their city

other stories

Marcus Boswell, who is a 17-year-old student
at DuSable H1gh School says RTP (Robert Taylor
Project) has taken 10 years of h1s life and gave back
tattooed memones Marcus says that "The pain ts inVISIble but you can't hide the scars • He has also lived in
the Rosenwalds (another project) and watched them
decay

B y Sylvester Monroe and Petar
Goldman

Twelve black men who
grew up together 1n the
Robert Taylor homes tell
the1r stones 1n their own
vo1ces Currently out of
pnnt, you may be able to
find 11 at the library

As for me, Marcus. and the others who are
hurt by the pa1n, I guess we all have to JUSt look at the
ptclures and smile ... R I. P. Robert Taylor Projects.

By Leonard Rubtnowttz and James
Rosenbaum

By Charles Shafer

Wntten by a retired police officer, this work of fiction gives
Insight Into the da1ly workings
of the special Chicago task
force assigned only to the projects.

www.newexpression.com

This book tells the story of
of the Gautreaux program,
a unique project where
thousands of low-tncome
African-Americans began
to move out of public
housing developments to
tis mostly wh1te, middleclass suburbs.

CROSSit'JG THE
CLASS AN
COLOR LINES

" If someone was to ask
me to change my last
name, I'd probably
change it to "Taylor,"
because I found my family
and some of my closest
friends in the Robert
Taylor housing project."
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Teenagers face obstacles living in the projects
By Gwendolyn Collier
DuSable High School
T eenagers face many obstacles growing up in
the projects, ones that can affect them for the rest of
their lives.
Gang-related activities affect mostly developing young men like Carl Scott. Scott, DuSable class of
2002, used to focus on school activities before being
brutally beaten into a gang. Young guys in the gang go
through fights, sometimes using weapons. Being a
member of a gang only allows you to go on a certain
block and if you get caught on a different gang member's "set," he will try to kill you.
Some teenagers go through family problems
such as parents being on drugs and not taking responsibility. People who stay in the projects have low
income and mostly receive it from the government in a
form of public aid. Most parents are having financial difficulties and tum to drugs as a stress relief, leaving
most children out to hustle for themselves.

"Growing up in the projects,
teenagers face a lot of obstacles
that can't be avoided. Though you
may try to run from the truth, in
reality many things
just come with the environment in
which you stay."

___

..._

While peer pressure is everywhere, it is especially bad in housing projects. Teenagers traveling on
the wrong road generally try to persuade others that
there is nothing wrong with what they are doing. Most
peer pressure involves smoking, drinking, having sex,
and doing illegal things.
But there were good things at Robert Taylor,
too. "I'll miss the buildings," Christina Lewis said. "I
have so (many) memories of trying new things. I met
my first boyfriend, (had) my first kiss, and (rnet) friends
that (will) last a lifetime," she said. She added that she
will miss "The fun in the summer, water fights."
We would come together as 3 community
every summer when there would be a picnic. There was
lots of food and fun, huge tents filled with balls for the
smaller children. And believe it or not, the gang bangers
had a lot of heart. One Christmas they went door to
door, passing out turkeys to those families who couldn't
afford one (It might have been drug money, but it was
out of the kindness of their hearts.) During the winter's
snow, they would play with the neighborhood kids.
I will definitely miss all the fun I had. It feels
nice to walk around a neighborhood and see and
associate with everyone I know.
Growing up in the projects, teenagers face a
lot of obstacles that can't be avoided. Though you may
try to run from the truth, in reality many things
just come with the environment in which you stay.
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Do it yourself: Valentine's Day jean~
By Kelly Mcintosh
Hyde Park
T his is the month of love, so I decided to dedicate this,
Do It Yourself. to the theme of Valentine's day hearts.
Supplies:
1 pa1r of jeans
1 aluminum pan
2 cups of bleach
2 heart sponges in different sizes

1. First you take your pair of jeans and lay them on a
flat surface.
2. You then take your bleach and pour it 1n the aluminum pan (Make sure when you do this not to 1nhale
too many of the bleach fumes.)
3. Take the first sponge and place it 1n the bleach making sure that the bottom surface 1s wet, and then place
the sponge on the Jeans. Continue this all over the
jeans leaving spaces between the hearts.
4 . Continue the same process as 1n tep 3 with the other
sponge until most of the jeans are cover in hearts.
· 5. Place the jeans in the washing machine and make
sure you use extra detergent to wash ·out the bleach.
6. After you take them out and dry them. you can wear
them with a plain white fitted shirt and have a happy
Valentine's Day.

Dora La Couture
C~Uoc

Flowtr Girl
Dresse-s
One Day
AIUnlions
AvaiLable

Full Flaun
Women
All SlUS
10% OFF
W1TH THIS

AD

1246

You start with this ..... .

And end with this

photos by Kelly Mcintosh

Shoe of the month
By Kelly Mcintosh
Hyde Park
The shoes of the month are perfect gifts for the Valentine's holiday. The shoes of the month for
her are the pink timberland boots. The shoes for him are the red nmberland boots. They are
both sure to show your sweet side and to bring out your outfit. Girls can also purchase the red
timberland boots for the perfect colors for the holiday. The men's shoe retails for $149.99. The
women's shoe costs $89.99, but they're on sale for $59.99 at Eastbay (www.eastbay.com).

*Fashion
Consultant
*Prom
Gowns

n- Custom
Design

'-tr Sewing
Instruction
IRID!S AI'IO
IJUOE3 M... IDS
GOWNS AND OTUU

IRSERV!CU
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Teens Mean Business

Sponsored by the Coleman Foundation

'Treps. Teenaged entrepreneurs have their own name, their own style, and their own understanding of what it means to make it on
their own . Each month, New Expression will be running our "'Treps" page sharing stories of how teens are making it and what it
takes to be a truly successful entrepreneur, because

TEENS MEAN BUSINESS.

What does it take to be an entrepreneur?
By Enol Hindi
Curie High School
W hat do William Gates who started Microsoft,
Debbi Fields of Mrs. Field's Cookies, Hugh Hefner of
Playboy, Stephen Jobs of Apple Computer, and Ross
Perot who founded EDS and sold it to General Motors
for $1 billion , all have in common?
YES! You guessed it! They are all successful ,
dedicated entrepreneurs.
But what does it take to reach that lifelong
dream of becoming an entrepreneur? And what is set
out there to prepare you for this exciting,unforgettable
journey into business?
Well, if you want to open up your own business, you have to start NOW! And the place to go to is
Urban Options, 1830 S. Springfield Av&. An organization successful in starting young teens onto the path of
entrepreneurialism, Urban Options was started in 1995
by Ken Alpart, owner of Alpart Trading Co.
"It's all about young people getting involved in
business making communities better," says Shelia
Radford- Hill , PHd, executive director of the organization. Urban Options offers students a chance to use
their creativity and imaginative ideas to form better
services for their community. Students achieve a lot at
Urban Options, including learning all about entrepreneurialism ,and actually starting their own businesses.
The best thing about Urban Options is that students can start a business on whatever interests them.
The organization prepares them from how to start one
to how to make a profit. More than 400 youth per year
learn about entrepreneurialism through Urban Options'
specialized curriculum conducted at various partnership
sites throughout the city. Coursework i[lcludes items like
business math , developing an idea, ethics , and how to
make business plan. A summer camp for 8 - to 12year-olds is called Kids Invent Toys. Students ready to
make a business plan on their own can make business
cards, have internet access and open e-mail accounts
at the Urban Options office 8 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays.
Being an entrepreneur does not require special
mathematical gifts. According to Radford-Hill, "Young
Entrepreneurs are creative, energetic and dedicated.
They come up with creative ideas by using their own
taste and interest, and are energetic enough to go
through the process of starting and owning a business,
and also are dedicated enough to their work. "
The students at Urban Options create products
for their society. The organization's mission is to develop young business leaders and strengthen communities. If you are thinking about being an entrepreneur,
then the first step you have to make is a phone call to
Urban Options. They will help you transform your concept into an actual company.

to r) Lakea Benton,
a
Lakeisha Irons, and Antoinette Malone work
at South Shore High School.
The specialized classwork of Urban Options
will teach you what you need to know. The first step
toward starting a business is to start now.
Currently at Urban Options, Julio Roman produces business cards, flyers, and greeting cards.
"Wealth is created by the human mind, and better communities are created by the dedication of a student
toward business," says Radford-Hill.
Beyond organizations, there are also schools
for entrepreneurialism. At South Shore High School , a
small school within a school is based on entrepreneurialism.
Once one of many programs of South Shore,
so many students expressed interest that the program
was able to expand into a school with 250 students
enrolled. There, they learn the unique strategies of
starting a business.
Principal Bill Gerstein is proud of his hardworking students. He takes it a step higher by taking
them to field trips, including visits to companies.
"I want my students to be able to know how to
start a business, and look back and be proud of how
they have done it. If anyone has a desire to be an
entrepreneur, they should start now and take classes or
be involved in a program," says Gerstein.
The school is open to anyone and will accept
any transfers. The school's mission is for students to
pass, not have any dropouts, and for everyone to go to
college , and to know how to start a business.
This is one step toward a bright future. Failure
doesn't count if you already tried. As Gerstein said,
"You can't let one fa ilure destroy your lifetime dream."
There are many doors open for you to enter into the
world where dedicated business works to help communities become better. Which one are you willing to
choose?
'Trep Watch: For more Information on Urban Options, go

Young biz gets
down to business
By Lenora Carroll
Curie
A t youngbiz.com there are many fun and interesting linked sites to go to for young entrepreneurs. At
Youngbiz itself, tests like "JumpStart Reality Check"
show you how much money you would have to according to what you want your lifestyle to be. It gives you
good ideas on how to start your own business. It tells
you stories of young people who already started their
business and became big, in a section called Biz Startz,
where people like 16-year-old Pankag Arora, a computer whiz, tell their stories. He was offered a $1 00,000-ayear salary - go to the website to find out how and why.
Yqungbiz.com also gives you tips on marketing
and how to start your business and make it successful.
It's very eye catching, with its exciting pages and interesting tips. My favorite part of the site is in the Money
Smarts section and is called "So Ya Wanna Be A
Millionaire," which gives you help on how to be a millionaire by giving you ideas on how to invest your
money. Other interesting parts of the ~ite include the"
Young Biz 100, an annual award for 100 young entrepreneurs from around the country (check out the 2001
list, at least two Chicagoans are on it!) The Biz Tools
section offers information on internships and college,
and how to save up for school. Smart Savings includes
a section on how to establish credit and raise money for
your projects, two very important elements to starting
your own business. And then there's the Library sections, offering everything from books on career guidance to student activism.
Youngbiz shares many related sites that are
also good for teens to go to. This site is very well
organized and I would recommend it for many - and
any - teen to visit.

to www.urbanoptjons.net, or call Urban Opti ons at (773)
762-2814. For more Information on South Shore's program, call (773) 535-6180.

By Lenora Carroll, Curie
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''Shaolin Soccer'' kicks butt
Movie Review
By Ashley Tillman
Hyde Pork
Openmg Apnl 11 1n Theaters
Rated PG

/ J('

ron Glove tells the
opposition to bring 1t in Shaohn Soccer.
coming to theaters April 11.

N owadays, 1t s all about the stup1d funny
mov1es If you like mov1es l1ke "The Waterboy", you Will
love Shaolin Soccer
"Shaolin Soccer," wh1ch won Best F1lm and
Best D1rector honors at the 2002 Hong Kong F1lm
Cnt1cs Assoc1a1Jon awards, stars Steven Chow as Iron
Leg . a down-on-h1s-luck mart1al art1st After meeting up
w1th "Golden Leg ," a former soccer hero who s been
fired as ass1stant coach from the country s best soccer
team, Iron Leg dec1des to use soccer to teach Shaolin
Kung Fu
Iron Leg recru1ts fellow Kung Fu d1setples Iron
Glove, We1ght Vest, Hook1ng Leg , Iron Head and Iron
Shirt. Sound crazy? It gels craz1er
The Shaohn Kung Fu soccer team uses 1ts
mastery of the mart1al arts to advance through the tournament. Iron Leg makes several goals from half-court,

B2K's ''Pandemonium''A-OK
CD review
By Dana Rettig
Dunbar Vocational

B 2K, The four talented, energetic young men also
known as Omanon, J-Boog, Lil' Fizz, and Raz-8, have
released a new CD called "Pandemonium!" The CD has
17 hot tracks 1nclud1ng the smgle "Bump, Bump, Bump"
featuring Sean "P D1ddy" Combs
Other great songs include "Tease." featunng
Lil' Fizz's cous1n, Jhene and Romeo of lmx The song IS
about a guy who thtnks h1s crush 1s play1ng love games,
but she cla1ms she is senous about hooking up w1th her
crush
"The Other Guy" is about a guy who IS try1ng to
convince h1s g1rlfnend that he will never do anything to
Intentionally hurt her like her ex-boyfnend d1d
"Boys for life" (Outro) IS about the group telling each
other how much they love each other and that they Will
always be there for each other no matter what the circumstances are

www.newexpression.com

My personal favontes are · sack It up," about the guys
telling the g1rls to stop be1ng so t1m1d and start hav1ng
some fun. It has a fast, lively beat It makes me want to
dance at limes Now, the song Dog· by Jhene featurIng Lil' F1zz IS about a g1rl who found out that her
boyfnend was cheat1ng on her for no apparent reason"
and so she lets the guy know that she IS very disappointed 1n h1m. I like the song because 1tlets me know
not to settle for less than the best 1n people
The CD has more dance songs than slow
songs. "My G1rl" IS one of those songs. and 11 has a
fast beat It Is about a guy whose g1rlfnend IS always
tak1ng his money to go shopping, but he doesn't care,
because he likes her enough to let her do whatever she
wants The song "I Beat You To It ( Turn the party out)"
1s about the guys hav1ng fun and liv1ng life to the fullest
It has a great beat, but 1t's k1nd of like a Flintstones'
theme. But 1f you want to listen to slow songs, "One
K1ss" IS about a guy who caught h1s g1rlfnend cheat1ng
and cla1ms that he w1shed that he never met the young
lady
The song "Would You Be Here" 1s about a guy
who wants to know 1f h1s g1rlfnend will be there for h1m
through good and bad, th1ck and thin I really like th1s
song because 1t's a sweet and smcere and 1t makes me
want to weep at times. This album IS one of the best
albums I have ever heard and believe me, these guys
are go1ng to be 1n the mus1c business for a very long
time.

We1ght Vest fl1es through the a1r JUggling the soccer
ball w1th h1s feet, and Iron Glove, who dresses like martial arts mov1e 1con Bruce Lee. nonchalantly slaps the
ball away from any would-be attacker
At first th1s mov1e seemed crazy, but once 11
got go1ng the story came along mcely The soccer
games delivered most of the mov1e"s funny moments
In the1r way 1S Ev11 Team, led by Golden Leg ·s
former protege , Hung
The one th1ng everyone w1ll be talking about
for a long t1me after watch1ng th1s film are the spec1al
effects dunng the games Wh1le they may not be on the
same level as ones we see 1n Amencan films they're
still good
Th1s would be a mov1e to watch w1th your
fnends on a Saturday even1ng

New Expression has a
new rating system for
music and movies.
The newsmagazine by, for and about teens has
created a ratings system to help you deterrmne
you can best spend your hard-earned dol-

Movies
Pay full price.
atch the bargain mati-

Borrow it from a friend .

Retail Price .
Catch it on sale
Look for it in the closeout bin.
Buy it to annoy your parents.
zero stars - Use the CD as a coaster.
February 2003
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Gearing up to be 'The Next Big Thing'
A conversation with the Linda Jack Talent Agency
By Terrence F. Chappell
Brother Rice
Hundreds and hundreds of Chicago teens
submit their headshots and resumes to movie casting
directors, hoping to one day be "discovered." The rocky
path to stardom starts with a solid talent agency that
weeds through stacks of headshots searching for not so
much the next teen star but the next hardworking, aspiring artist, one constantly improving on his craft.
"When I'm bringing in new people, I just look
for an honest portrayal of what they want to do and the
potential to be something bigger than they are now,
somebody who is committed and responsible. That's a
big thing," said Debbie Cohen. agent of voice-over/oncamera talent for the Linda Jack Talent Agency.
The agency, located at 230 E. Ohio St. , is a fullservice talent agency with strengths in voice-overs and
commercials, meaning that it represents talent in voiceover, on-camera (commercial, TV, and film), print, and
runway fashion. Therefore, a diverse set of faces are
needed to satisfy the selected divisions.
"I'm looking for someone with a good commercial
look because that works better in the city. You've got
your moms and your dads and even somebody with the
stereotypical midwestern look. Sometimes we're looking
for someone who's a little bit more quirky that could be
a character," said Stacy Shafer, TV and film agent.
Teens need to know how to market themselves.
Everyone has a different look so teens should know
where they fit, as talent agencies and casting directors
have a vision of what they want.

According to "The Book, An
Actor's Guide to Chicago,"
developing a healthy relationship with an agency involves:
-Knowing where you want to go.
-Realizing that agencies are humans too
and that they have good or bad days.
- Respecting the receptionist.
-learning the responsiblities of the people in the agency.
-Asking questions when confused.
-Keeping people informed.

"Have realistic
the entertainment business is similar to an exclusive
goals," said
club that only lets certain people in. The reality of the
'When
I'm
Vanessa Lainer, a
business is that sometimes hard work does not pay off
bringing in new peovoice-over agent
and some aspiring talent will always remain just aspirfor Linda Jack. "If
ple, I just look for an
ing talent. Although nothing is ever guaranteed, talent
you're 5-foot-2,
can get off to a good start by signing with a strong
honest portryal of
you're not a fashagency with a good name, that will pay close attention
ion model. If you're what they want to do
to each individual talent.
not an extremely
and potential to be
attractive woman,
something bigger than
you're not going
they are now, someout for the major
leads, the beauties, body who is committhe Halle Berry
ted and responsible.
type roles. They're
That's
a big thing,"
[casting directors]
not looking for you.
-Debbie Cohen , agent
But you may be a
of voice-over/on-camera talent
sidekick or the
for Linda Jack Talent Agency.
character actress
in the same project. So get to know yourself and see where you would
realistically place yourself," said Lainer.
Even after talent is signed to a
talent agency, both the talent and
the agent must work together in
order to take it to the next level.
Professionalism, cooperation, and
patience from both ends are definite must-haves that can result in
a favorable relationship between
the talent and the agent. Without
a strong relationship, auditions
become less and less, the lack of
communication increases. and
soon the talent fades out of the
agency.
"You want someone
who's really honest. You don't
want somebody who's being too
C£T AS IILlJClt A.S $23 ,000*
fake because once again they're
II COUEGl HIWIClAL lS:SISUIIC£!
trying to kiss your butt. It's an
immediate turn-off because you
know that person is not being
PART· TIME PACKAGE KANDlERS
honest and is not comfortable
£:1111 Ql.!i11 ptf luor, IMh lltr1!11HS at !oO.lltb:r !f cl)fS ~rd ~ DI1M OlD yr.w
with their selves if they have to
'/~-+;"-''±: & He au~.!; .:::rr - ··~~~<Jf Filt:t ..cc.
do that," said Shafer.
cenu~crll'/o...... ( Sll-.c.:ule • F:ia •lil:.auo~ • E.~~Her1 Be111. ' '" jP..t&aoaA.ilc ! 4C ll(t
In addition to building a relaIIOOOKINS
AIJOISOJII
tionship with their agency, talent
'I ~!: & I· 2r;.:. • Soulh S.J!X.r!G}
:>,'lT'\'""'' & t..o-rt:.<I'C f9:l!: I
l'tl: 6l-3-62S.)737
should also take into account that
l'tl: 1 -liS~..CUPS..Xl B
AL~ CO<lo: 4476
there are other reasons, other
PAlATINE
than not booking a job, of why
tiORTHBRDOI
'S "L m-.. "'Nia;. Rjs.,
,H ,;"'- .l R>.r.J R,~
their goal is at a standstill.
PJ\: &47-4BI:).671$!
F ~ : &47-1il s.60l~
Sometimes casting directors just
aren't interested in a person for
:)!~ .... ...,..,, .,.JY t>: l ·!I .:H-.1 orce.t cur 1\1 ncuqon n w.
long periods of time which will
1-388-•lfPS.JOB • Ac~ess Code: 441\
:E~D So>!f\1 c tr~~o c~ .;~~;·~ibc en f!~~.,crt
cause a person to just phase out
of the agency according to
Shafer.
Everybody wants to be a
upsjobs.comJchi cago
star and to have the life-style of
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February Concert Dates

February DVD/Movie Releases
February 4th DVD Releases

February 7

Formula 51
Good Times Season One
lgby Goes Down
The Young and Dead

Shaohn Monks @ Chtcago Theatre

February 9
KRS-One @ Joe s

February 11

Febru ary 7 Movies

Ludacns @ House of Blues

Deliver us from Eva
Shangat Kntghts

February 15
Stxpence None the Rtcher @
House of Blues
Atr Supply @ Star Plaza

February 11 DVD Release
My Big Fat Greek Weddtng

February 14 Movies

February 18

Daredevil

February 18 DVD Releases
Spy Kids 2
One Heur Photo
Color Purple

Ben Affleck stars tn the comtc bookmsptred fltck 'Daredevtl", opentng
Feb 14

Toad the Wet Sprocket @ The Vic

February 20
Phtsh@ Allstate Arena

Ludacns rocks the House of Blues
on Feb 11.

February 21
Sum 41 @ Rtvtera
Kenny Loggtns @ Star Plaza

February 21 Movies
Gods and Generals
Old School
Poohall Junktes

Februa ry 23
Vince Gtll '0? House of Blues

February 25
g: Ane Crown Theatre
February 26-27

February 25 DVD Releases

Ktrl F ranklm

Star Trek Deep Space 9 Ftrst Season
The Rode to Predttlon
The Tuxedo

Aud oc;lave @ Rtvtera

February 28 Movies

February 28

Cradle 2 the Grave
Dtss-Funk-Tiona I Family
The Hunted
Sptder

Ntck Carter a! House of Blues
Scorptons, Whttesnake, & Dokken
@ Allstate Arena

The top grosstng romanltc comedy
of all time debuts on DVD Feb.s 11

Audtoslave rumbles to the Rtvtera
on Feb 26 and 27.

Things to do around Chicago
"Quiet Time with Thax" Thax Douglas hosts a program of spoken word and performance Audtences are encouraged to bnng "Poems about cats and flowers " Douglas
says Myopic Books 1468 N Milwaukee Ave , 773-862-4882. Open run Sundays, 8 p m Free
"lmprovolympics"- A comedy theater and traintng center features teams of players creating tmprovised performances from audtence suggestions 3541 N Clark, 773-8800199 Open run Mondays, 8 30 pm, Tuesdays-Thursdays, 8 and 10:30 p m Fndays-Saturdays, 8 and 10 30 pm and mtdntght (Saturday's m1d01ght show ts an tmprov Jamaudtence parttctpabon ts welcome), Sundays, 10:30 p m $3-$12, some performances are free.

Salsa Dance Lessons led by Ltsa "La Bonqua", mustc by Wtllie Garcia y su Orquesta Saborl at Ch1cago Cultural Center 78 East Washtngton Street, Chtcago, IL 60602
(312) 744-1 424 Free.

DID
YOU KNOW?
Ustng the word "hello" as a greetmg
1s only as old as the telephone,
which wa s invented 1n tn 1876
Alexander Bell, the tnventor of
the telephone, suggested that
pepole say 'ahoy" when
they answered the
phone, but
instead "Hello"
caught on

Steppin ' Dance Lessons led by Dawd Shareef and Lura Satterfield wtth hve mustc by the Chtcago Cats at Chtcago
Cultural Center 78 East Washington Street, Chtcago, IL 60602 (312) 744 -1424 Free

"Ladysmith Black Mambazo"- South Afncan troupe a cappella stngers and dancers
Center for the Performmg Arts Governors State Untverstty 1 Untverstty Parkway Un1vers1ty
Park, IL 60466 (708) 235-2222 February 22 @ 8 00 p.m $10-$48
"Whispers Want To Holler" When Ohve Cross prepares to succumb to urban renewal
un1nv1ted guest cast a spell over her home Through Sunday. February 23 at ETA Crealive
Arts Foundation Theatre Thursday, Fnday, Saturday @ 8.00 PM Sunday@ 3 00 p.rn & 7 00
p.rn 7558 S South Ch1cago Ave , Chicago, IL 60619 2644 (773) 752 3955. Students yet tn
for $15 wtth schooiiD
"Dynamite Divas" A mustcal revtew htghllghtlng some of tho best female African Amencan
stngers of the 20th Century at the Black Ensemble Theatre Thursdays and Sundays @ 7·30

Sorce Tha World

Almanac for Ktds

www.newexpression.com
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The good, the bad, and the cheesy
Words 37 writer Andrew Gomez found a lot of good company in his art of poetry
By Andrew Gomez
Curie High School
Y ou're so miserable about the breakup. Your
nerves are pounding like an earthquake and your eyes
turn bloody red while you stare at the goose bumps on
your arms. You don't know what else to do to let those
feelings go. Suddenly, a light bulb pops in the top of
your head, and you decide to express your feelings
through a form of lyrical content called poetry.
Why do teens write poetry? Why can't they just
express themselves in other unique ways?
"Teens write poetry to make their lives feel
more real, and also to express feelings and experiences
-'that they are going through ," explained Sarah Levine, a
creative writing teacher at Curie High School. "I feel
teens express themselves better in poetry than anything
else.
"Whatever makes you feel good is good poetry," she said, smiling. "Poetry missing the fresh imagery
and that is too cliche is bad poetry."
I write poetry, and I don't consider myself a
good poet mainly because I'm a very cheesy poet. I
mostly write my poetry based on other people's experiences instead of my own, and it's mostly about love. I
write about love because it's the sort of topic that interests me.
I define a cheesy poet as someone who writes
poetry that is meant to be serious, and it's so serious
that it's lame. An example from one of my poems is,
"Your love is like velvet to my skin." I would like some
crackers with my cheese! I write poetry mainly to let my
feelings out and top put aside bad thoughts going
through my head. My favorite poem is titled, "Nothing is
Impossible." It's about a friend of mine whose love for
her boyfriend is so true that she believes nothing is
impossible. My favorite verse is, "Of all the things that I
have heard, we are meant to be together. And all the
lies that I've learned, our love should stay forever, no
matter what they say. Two hearts are inseparable, and
no matter what they say, nothing is impossible."
I decided to go interview two other teen poets.
Haydee Diaz, a junior at Curie High School, has been
writing poetry since early grammar school. "I was so
bored one day and my teacher insisted that I write
words together that have meaning, and I've been writing (poetry) ever since," she said.
She told me she writes because it's an amazing stress reliever. "It's the only remedy for stress that I
have found!" she said, laughing heavily.
Diaz said the best time to write poetry is when
you 're sad or when you have a bad relationship. "All my
bad relati0nships end up in me being dumped, and my
heart always shatters into a thousand pieces," she
explained . "My last boyfriend was a jerk, and he
dumped me! But you know what? I got a good poem
out of it!" I totally agree with Diaz; a bad relationship
equals outstanding poetry because you need something
to happen to you in order to write good poetry. For
example, when a good friend of mine was moving I
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felt so sad I wanted to move
with my friend. That gave me
such inspiration to write a
good poem.
"Me and You , Just Us
Two" is the title of the poem
Diaz says is h·er best. "It's
about a girl who really loved
this guy but he never knew
how much she loved him," she
said. "One day he killed himself because of depression,
and the girl was so heartbroken. The girl couldn't take it,
and ended her own life as
well. She killed herself so she
could see him in heaven . It's a Poet Haydee Diaz with author (and cheesy poet) Andrew Gomez.
Photo by Marilu Raygoza.
total tragedy. It shows how
much love someone has for
ended it. Our relationship didn't t"\ave a spark, and you
someone else. During the time it was written (two years
need a spark to start a flame .When I wrote about it, a
ago, when Diaz was 14) it was just the best." .
lot of people read it and said they liked it. People
Nextali Crisantos is a freshman at Columbia
looked at me and gave me this warm feeling after they
College and one of my favorite poets . If you think his
read it.
name is unique, you should read his poetry. Crisantos
"It felt," Crisantos said, "so good inside."
has been writing poetry since he was
12 and is the type of person who was
born to write . Crisantos writes with
such emotion and puts it into poetry
effectively. In one of his poems he
compared his uncle's death to life at
home. "My life at home smelled of my
uncle's tragic funeral," he wrote.
Crisantos is also a member of a rock
band called Fusion 540.
A fourth dimension of the
world, is what poetry means to
Crisantos. "Poetry makes me feel like
\ 11 Huck!'~ ,,f!,.l,... <Jl J(t Jrl>'l'" •l'l!'"-"' frnl!l R,,,,...,<'ll
a roller coaster of emotion," he said . "I
I td\<-t•il\ • ,,Jl ).JC<>,i<l<- •ft<' 1J"rl-. tlt " ~tit,. \<>llr
want to write poetry over and over
( 01 1111<" 0 111 I O J)\t'IJ1''1JI l J.o,> j' IJ"f lllri•U llfi('l'
again with different turns and curves,"
• ,"Jl •u~< l•·t,ll ,<],_,,,. ut<J Ito
he said, chuckling. He told me there
< )nlint·
no such thing as bad poetry, as there
~,;,.hl,t1l' < i>1.t('~ I''"I·(HJm
is no such thing as bad art. "Poetry is
llo11"1'
• l'•·J!><•IJ,,I .lllriJUnn lt nsll
an art," he said. Crisantos writes poet\\ l'<ltlt'~<ia• ..\t.an·h ·,
r ,, u (l\
I] I ,\< l i\ <'
ry so he can escape from this world
! l.omr...Xpm
1" .. r.........,Mh m tlwll f..-Jd,
'nu\\ . nt•.~,...,t"tc ...,... ,
and also to write about bad experi~ttwnll•,lt.,••
• ! o<"ll"l"l' • ,, ),.-,lu •hip" .u..-1
ences. "Poetry is chicken soup for my
Jir,,•n•••l, lt«•l-.·~~''
soul," he said. "It's my Ritalin."
( >pt'll I lo11..,c
"To Tumble in Water" is the
• C..ou\rtlic-UJ d.-t\ t"\C"llillg l
"•utda• . .\pnl I J
title of the poem he says is his best.
\\<"<"h<' ll<l 111<l ,uJ•Ltr tJ,,,,..,
I :I:<'Jw :l::HI pm
The poem is about a disappointment
('hll"tt ..·h c·..uupu·..
in a dream and in life. It's about meet\ 'ill
\1 1 l u ;J .IH \·, ·
ing someone in a dream, the meeting
, ··;t ·t ' O..II'o'ol '.
of the two worlds colliding to create
sparks, and the disappointment of no
flames. "I liked this one girl a lot, and I
would always dream about her at
( IlK \!CO • ;':rff-\1.\lllt llC.
night," he said. "When I finally had the
courage to ask her out, she said yes.
""""" '"''"" lL.trlu
1"'77·.\pph•Rl
While we were dating, we just didn't
l\"7\~ '''~' Jffl.. f In itt'
seem right for each other and we

're so close,
you can

feel the

heat.

( >p_t'll

"h··
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C~IC\GO fL4VAS
~onlllo~ your seal allhe la~le.

Call~ 11.~11./1 J~ to write for

I

Hate having gym in your cafeteria?
Wish you had a track instead of running in
the hallways?
Wish you had an auditorium to perform
your plays in?
Come talk to us about the state of school facilities 11 am-1 pm
March 1 at a forum and all-city meet1ng at the offices of New
Expression:
623 S. Wabash
Ave .
Chicago, IL 60605
Second Floor,
Room 207

~fs s~iciesl sedion!

New Expression is published once a month except July, August,
October and January by Youth Communication, a not-for-profit organization. Our mailing address is: Youth Communication, @ Columbia
College Chicago, 600 South M1ch1gan Ave, Ch1cago, lllmo1s 606051996. Our physical location is 623 South Wabash Avenue , Room 207,
Chicago, IL. Phone: (312) 922-7150. Fax: (312) 922-7151 . E-mail:
newexpress@aol.com. Website: www.newexpression.org.
Youth Communication encourages written and other forms of submissions from its staff and readers. Youth Communication considers submissions to be a representation of authorship and a consent to reprint in
full , or as abridged or mod1fied, in New Expression and other publications or forms, as determined to be appropnate by Youth
Communication.
© 2003 Youth Communication

Cartooning Workshop
Learn from pr os how to make your
ow n comic strip.
Saturday, March 1
11 am-1 pm@ New Expression's
offices
623 S. Wabash, 2nd floor
Room 207

-

For more information, call James at
(312) 922-7150

Youth Communication would like to thank the following organizations for their
continued support
Alphawood Foundation
Bannerman Foundation
Francis Beidler Foundation
Blue Cross & Blue Sh1eld
Bowater Newsprint
Chicago Community Trust
Chicago Reader
Ch1cago Tribune Foundation
Christ Church Benevolence Fund
City of Chicago Dept. of Cultural Affairs
Columbia College Chicago
R.R. Donnelley Foundation
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John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Marshall F1eld's
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Mooney & Thomas, CPA's

Newspaper Assoc1allon of America
Northern Trust Company
Peoples Energy
Albert P1ck, Jr. Fund
Polk Bros Foundation
R.R Donnelly & Sons Company
Sara Lee
Sears
South Suburban College
United Parcel Service
Howard L. Willette Foundation
Women 1n Commun1cat1on
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Untitled

Earthly bliss

Dana Retting
Dunbar Vocational

AudreyGalo
North side College Prep

He is my ancestor from back in the day.
He is my preacher who has given up his crazy ways.

Upon the other bank of Styx I see
Her umbra. Why so far beyond my reach?
0 River calm thou down to hear this plea:
Now waters part or still, allow my breach .

He is my father who is always there when his family
calls.
He is my helping hand, because he catches me when 1
fall.
He is my teacher, because he is there when 1 need him
the most.
He is my brother, because he is strong and wise.
He is my friend, because he is silly, but cool.
He is a survivor, because he is nobody's fool.
He is my "true love, because he has my back through
good and bad, thick and thin.
And he is my heart and soul, because I know with this
great man on my side, I know I can win!

:Exyress
Yourself!

So yearns my body to find your touch. Thou ne'er
Will know the solace brought to me. The bane,
The tide will end your love for me. Shall e'er
My woe be wane? If not my life I'll drain.
Just then I heard her voice that having crossed
Has saved me . Now my earthly bliss, I'm amidst;
The whisper averred, "My life, not love, was lost,"
And so her figure faded into the mist.
I know this love is now immortalized,
Our souls will forever be eternalized .

Send your poetry to New Expression:
New Expression Poetry/Youth
Communication , 600 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago IL 60605
or e-mail us at newexpress@aol.com

Parting is such
sweet revenge
Jacob Hogan
Brother Rice
It's not that easy.
You can't just toss me out like your garbage.
Convincing you otherwise is another task.
Obviously since I've been standing here for so long
You would eventually have to get rid of me.
One person's trash is another of your prizes.
Treasure wasting away as another of your prizes.
·
Trophies collect dust,
And all I can seem to do is sit and wait for you.
Don't expect me to be the one you run back to.
Sure I needed you.
"Desperation on account or depicts that case well.
Maybe this is just the beginning of my life.
As I make my trip down this narrow path,
I somewhat hope you are watching,
Watching the path grow over and wear away,
Because I'm not coming back.
My hope is that chilly conclusion sets in when I leave
And although I want you to chase me,
'
I would rather see you feel an emotion
In recompense for never feeling once for me before.
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Photograph by Marilu Raygoza, Curie High School.
a photo you want to show? Send it to 1,000 Words/Youth Communication 600 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60605
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New Expression is gearing up for our annual prom issue In order to make it the best prom issue ever. we need your mput. Please answer the follow1ng questions and return
l it to us no later than Feb 19. You can mail the responses to New Expression/Youth Communication 600 S Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60605-1996. Or. e-mail your answers

to Newexpress@aol.com. You can answer these questions on a separate p1ece of paper. Thanks

I Name

Age

School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

11) Are you planning on going to prom?
12) Where do you

plantogotot~

Why or Why n o t ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

prom? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

1--------------------------------------------------------------------------I Why?__________________________________________________________________________

13) How much are you willing to spend on the evening ?~---------~-~~------------~

14) Where did you go after junior prom?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
1 - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l lf you didn 't like what you did, what would you like to have done?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
I s) If you could go anywhere or do anything for prom, where would you go and what would you do ?_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------

16) What are your main considerations when deciding what to do for prom (money, what your friends want to do)?_ _ _ _ _~

I why?
I
------------------------------------------------------------------------

~------ - - --- - -- ---------- -------- --~

www.newexpression.com
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NE sports needs you
As the new year stumbles along, the New Expression staff
has returned with an exciting February issue. The talented staff
has scoured the city to find the most interesting and useful stories for you, our loyal readers.
Our adventure was long and arduous, but in the vast jungle
of life, we discovered many fascinating and entertaining facts.
Yet the New Expression staff was so hard at work on creating the
new calendar, putting together a series of Robert Taylor articles
and trying to satisfy your music needs that we completely forgot
about the Sports page .
After a long discussion, the New Expression staff spilled
the beans; they don't know anything about sports. This may be shocking to all of you super fans out there, the fans that are able to name every
player in any league and know every rule . Don't be ashamed; embrace the athlete within and make your way to New Expression 's offices.
Our New Expression readers are anticipating a new and improved sports page that will hold valuable information into the world of sports.
Managing Editor
Just think about the endless opportunities of story ideas. Come write about:
rey Gala
championships;
important events;
team rivalries;
the draft;
young up-and-coming athletes;
or do an exclusive interview with a professional athlete.
The possibilities are unlimited . Don't forget that New Expression is for a very diverse audience, meaning that no matter what your area of expertise is, it won't go unnoticed.
So, whether you follow soccer, basketball, tennis, swimming or that game with the horseshoes, someone out there will love to hear the latest update.
Remember that New Expression caters to the Chicago teen and we need sports writers that are all-knowing in high school sports. So here's your game plan: put this
paper down, pick up the phone, call (312) 922-7150 and ask for Liz or Audrey.

At the City Colleges of Chicago, we care about the success of young athletes in the community.
It makes perfect sense to take advantage of affordable, quality education and prepare yourself
academically and athletically. Work on your grades and your game before you transfer to a university.
Our plan is to help you win in sports and in the career you choose.

We have agreements with more than 50 universities. both in and
out of state. Complete an associate degree program while playing
a sport, then transfer into your junior year of college.

Most student athletes qualify for scholarships.
Enroll now and score big in sports and your career!

1-773-COLLEGE vvvvvv.ccc. ed u
Daley College

Kennedy-King College Malcolm X College Olive-Harvey College Truman College Harold Washington College Wright College

Basl<etball

Soccer

Baseball

Swimming

Volleyball

Softball

Wrestling

